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Grant/Sherman Specimens
By Rob Kravitz

M ANY FRACTIONAL NOTES ARE STILL UNDERVALUED
based on their scarcity and rarity for the grade. Today exception-
al bargains include; perforated notes, fiber paper notes and
Grant/Sherman specimen notes. The autographed (hand signed)

Grant/Sherman notes, seem to me, to be one of the most overlooked values in
Fractional Currency. They are the real sleepers of the fractional market!

Not all Grant/Sherman notes are autographed, but all are still
very scarce. For example, only 9,016 notes of all types (printed and

autographed signatures) were issued. As of 1884, only 3,513 were
still outstanding.

The Grant/Sherman notes were printed on very thin paper,
which if mishandled over the last 138 years would make the note
an AU at best! Therefore, many of the wide margin notes over
the years
have been

trimmed down
to make gem

narrow margin
notes (usually to

remove a corner tip fold or
two). The hand signed

notes (both narrow and
wide margin) are

susceptible to
L getting burn

holes in the
signatures
from the acid in the ink. Also, this could cause cracking in the
thin paper.

There are many Grant/Sherman notes (two fronts and two
backs), that are still on shields. How many Grant/Sherman notes

can still be left in CHCU or GEM today? How many did you see
at the last coin and currency show you went to? How few do you see

come up for sale even in large currency auctions?
There are eleven different types, all uniface (backs and fronts print-

ed separately). They are:
• 1/2--Fr1272-sp front printed signatures of Colby and Spinner.

Wide and narrow margin notes.
• 3/4--Fr1272-sp green back narrow and wide notes
• 5--Fr1273-sp front and autographed signatures of Colby and Spinner.

Narrow margin only (no wide margin known). These are found
only on the green and pink shields. Only a few are known with no
trace of ever having been mounted on a shield (no glue remnants).
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Maybe 60 are known in all grades. This includes 12 on green
shields and about 25 or so on pink shields. There are only two or
three GEM known. Most are cut close or into the design on
the right or left.

• 6/7--Fr1274-sp front autographed signatures of Jeffries and Spinner.
Both narrow and wide margins.

• 8/9--Fr1275-sp front autographed signatures of Allison and Spinner.
Both narrow and wide margins.

• 10/11--Fr1273-75-sp red backs. Both narrow and wide margins.
The most common Grant/Sherman (if any can be called common) is the

Fr1272-sp narrow margin fronts and narrow margin green
back. Also, the narrow margin red backs (Fr1273-75-sp). The
Fr1274-sp and the Fr1275-sp narrow margin fronts are scarce.
They come up for auction maybe four to five times per year.
Most were mounted on shields and therefore have glue rem-
nants from mounting on the back. The few GEMs that do
come up for sale are cut down wide margins. This is one of the
reasons why wide margin Fr1274-sp and Fr1275-sp fronts are
very scarce in GEM. Maybe only two or three come up for sale
each year.

The wide margin Fr1273-sp red backs are also very scarce
with GEMs being extremely rare. I may have the opportunity
to buy only 2 GEMs per year. The Fr1273-sp narrow margin fronts (no wide
margins known) are rare in any condition. Most are still on the pink and green
shields. Most of the ones that do come up for sale show signs of being removed
from a shield. There are only 10-15 'UNCs or better that are
even known. Maybe one or two at most come up for auction.

Most of the UNCs or better Grant/Sherman notes are
just staying in collections. That is one reason not many come
up for sale each year. With less and less supply coming avail-
able, and the ever increasing demand, prices have nowhere to
go but up. Late in 2003 the prices for Grant/Shermans
zoomed past the 1981 peak prices. When my book (A
Collector's Guide to Postage and Fractional Currency) came out in
early 2004, prices went up again. Collectors realized how truly
scarce the Grant/Shermans are.

The Stack's sale of the Boyd/Ford fractionals brought record prices for
most of the Grant/Shermans; most were bought by dealers. Some investors are
now also buying Grant/Sherman notes. Soon all the Grant/Sherman notes will
be in collections. Do not wait. Buy your Grant/Sherman notes now (if you can
find any) before they are gone.

This table represents the cost comparison of notes in 2004 when my book
was published and April 2005.
Fr # CHCU GEM

2004 2005 2004 2005
1272 front narrow margin $550 $750 $750 $950
1272 front wide margin $795 $950 $1,000 $2,000
1272 back narrow margin green $350 $450 $425 $595
1272 back wide margin green $350 $550 $500 $750
1273 front narrow margin $2,300 $3,600 $3,600 $4,500
1274 front narrow margin $595 $795 $895 $1,000
1274 front wide margin $895 $1,100 $1,100 $2,000
1275 front narrow margin $700 $900 $895 $1,200
1275 front wide margin $995 $1,200 $1,200 $2,300
1273-5 back narrow margin red $350 $395 $425 $500
1273-5 back wide margin red $500 $750 $700 $1,250
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